The objective of this study is to propose a new clumping index which can address the 108 disadvantages of the former clumping indices, with particular reference to: 109 i) the sensitivity of LX to azimuth segment size;
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132 where is the logarithm of the arithmetic mean gap fraction:
is the arithmetic mean of the logarithms of gap fraction, which mathematically equals -ln ( ) 136 the logarithm of the geometric mean gap fraction: In mathematical terms, the arithmetic-to-geometric mean ratio in 
159 associated to gap fraction are non-increasing (i.e., ), as the two resulting means ≥ + 1 , = 1,…, 160 are dual, i.e., one is the reverse OWA of the other. The formula also implies that the logarithms of 161 these two OWA means are not affected by zero-gap fraction values, which is currently the major 162 limitation of LX. Based on these considerations, we proposed a new clumping index as follows Ω 
(Equation 4):
245 where is the gap fraction of all gaps, is the gap probability after removing large (0, ) (Table 3) 
571 Some notable functions can be derived from OWA using some specific normalized weights ; these ′ Top: in the LX method, the gap fraction is averaged across n measures (azimuth segments in DHP) using the simple arithmetic mean at numerator, and the simple geometric mean at denominator; therefore, each gap fraction value has a constant normalized weight (w k '=1/n), regardless of its magnitude (non-ordered gap fraction values). Bottom: in the LXG method, the gap fraction is averaged giving nonincreasing weights (i.e,w i ≥w (i+1) ,i=1,…,n) to respectively decreasingly-ordered gap fraction values at numerator, and increasingly-ordered gap fraction values at the denominator, and therefore it accounts for the magnitude of the values to be averaged (ordered gap fraction values). For the meanings of the acronyms, please refers to A.2.
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